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Tumor recurrence and chemotherapy resistance are mainly responsible

for poor prognosis in colorectal cancer (CRC) patients. Cancer stem cell

(CSC) has been identified in many solid tumors, including CRC. Additionally,

CSC cannot be completely killed during chemotherapy and develops

resistance to chemotherapeutic drugs, which is the main reason for tumor

recurrence. This study reviews the main mechanisms of CSC chemotherapy

resistance in CRC, including activation of DNA damage checkpoints,

epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), inhibition of the overexpression

of antiapoptotic regulatory factors, overexpression of ATP-binding cassette

(ABC) transporters, maintenance of reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels, and

the dormant state of CSC. Advances in research to reverse chemotherapy

resistance are also discussed. Our study can provide the promising potential

for eliminating CSC and preventing tumor progression for CRC treatment.
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Introduction

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a worldwide disease, with 2.2 million CRC patients and

1.1 million deaths expected by 2030 (1, 2). Additionally, CRC is the most common

malignant tumor of the lower digestive tract, with distinct genetic, epigenetic and

phenotypic heterogeneity of tumor cells (3). Despite rapid advances in diagnosis

methods, surgery, and chemotherapeutic agents, the prognosis of CRC patients remains

poor (4). Tumor recurrence and cancer chemotherapy resistance are leading causes

of poor prognosis (5). Inhibition of tumor apoptosis, changes in targeted sites of

chemotherapeutic agents, tumor cell heterotrophy, and cancer stem cells (CSCs) can lead

to chemotherapy resistance, while CSCs are the key factor for chemotherapy resistance

(6). Accounting for about 5% of total tumor cells, CSC is a special cell population capable

of self-renewal, multi-lineage differentiation, cloning, tumor initiation, maintenance

of tumor characteristics, metastasis, and proliferation (7). In addition, CSC has been
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identified in various cancers, including breast, colorectal,

pancreatic, lung, prostate and brain cancers (8, 9).

Chemotherapy resistance in the CRC stem cell (CRCSC) have

diverse mechanisms (Figure 1), mainly including activation of

DNA damage checkpoints, epithelial-mesenchymal transition

(EMT), inhibition of the overexpression of antiapoptotic

regulatory factors, overexpression of ATP-binding cassette

(ABC) transporters, and maintenance of reactive oxygen species

(ROS) levels. In recent years, more and more researchers have

focused on natural drug extracts and CSC-related inhibitors,

which can effectively remove CSC and reverse chemotherapy

resistance (10). This study reviews the mechanism and the

reversal of CRCSC chemotherapy resistance.

Mechanisms of CRCSC
chemotherapy resistance

Activation of DNA damage checkpoints

CSC can activate DNA damage checkpoints preferentially in

response to DNA damage caused by DNA toxic drugs, thereby

improving DNA repair. For example, CD133+ hepatic stem cells

preferentially express survival proteins related to the Akt/PKB

and Bcl-2 pathways, thereby leading to the chemotherapy

resistance of cancer cells to adriamycin and 5-fluorouracil (5-

FU) (11, 12). Additionally, DNA damage response may act

as a target for sensitizing CSC to overcome chemotherapy

resistance (13). Another study suggested that 70% of ovarian

cancer patients developed relapse and resistance after platinum-

based chemotherapy (14). Methoxyphenyl chalcone can play a

role in DNA damage signal-evoking potential that can reverse

the chemotherapy resistance. Moreira et al. found that induction

of DNA double-strand breaks can effectively kill CSCs, which

is vital for overcoming multiple conventional chemotherapy

resistance in CRC (15).

EMT

The association between EMT and chemotherapy resistance

has been discussed for a long time, but the mechanism is still

elusive. Some researchers hold the opinion that cells undergo

EMT process have a stem-cell like property, thus sharing

the key signaling pathways and drug resistance characteristics

with CSC (16, 17). Other important mechanisms related to

EMT-induced drug resistance mainly include the gain of

cellular resistance to drug-driven apoptosis (18) and associated

tumor microenvironment (19). For example, cancer-associated

fibroblasts and hypoxia can activate the EMT process of

cancer cells and induced drug resistance (18). EMT plays an

important role in epigenetic changes in CRC cells and is also

associated with the self-renewal ability, tumor heterogeneity,

and chemotherapy resistance of CSC. A study showed that

hyaluronic acid synthases led to the loss of epithelial traits

in tumor cells, which further induced malignant tumors and

created a suitable niche for CSC generation (20). The study

indicated the fundamental role of EMT in tumor progression

and chemotherapy resistance of CSC. Pathak et al. found

that downregulation of the mitochondrial Na+/Ca2+/Li+

exchanger (NCLX) facilitated the metastasis of CRC cells, EMT

changes, hypoxia, chemoresistance, and stem cell pathways (21).

However, the study did not reveal a direct mechanism between

EMT changes and chemoresistance of CSC.

Inhibition of the overexpression of
antiapoptotic regulatory factors

When CSC is exposed to chemotherapeutic agents in vivo,

some special regulatory mechanisms will be activated; pi3-

K, MAPK and other pathways will be cascade-activated, and

then the anti-apoptotic protein myeloid cell leukemia-1 (McL-

1) will increase to inhibit the apoptosis of tumor cells (22).

Many studies have suggested that inhibiting the activity of CSCs

can increase the apoptosis of tumor cells (23–25). In another

study by Zhang et al., CRCSCs were inhibited by pitavastatin,

and the apoptosis of colon carcinoma cells was increased (26).

However, detailed mechanisms of CSC against the expression of

antiapoptotic regulatory factors remain unknown.

Overexpression of ABC transporters

Another potentially important mechanism of CSC leading

to chemotherapy resistance is the high expression of ABC

transporters. In CSC, the high expression of the ATP-dependent

efflux pump ABCG2 enabled it to effectively extract Hoechst

33342, which is a kind of DNA minor groove binder used

fluorochrome for visualizing cellular DNA, from cells (27, 28).

This export ability is provided by the ABC transporter, which

helps to resist cytotoxic drugs. The ABC transporter can export

certain chemicals and drugs from cells, resulting in multidrug

resistance (29). Stem-like side population tumor cells are key

to the cause of drug resistance. A study indicated that the

expression of ABCG2 in side population cells within tumors

with stem-like properties was higher than that in non-side

population tumor cells. Glucose in the microenvironment could

further up-regulate the expression of ABCG2 (30). Because the

high expression of ABC transporter allowed cells to effectively

pump traditional chemotherapeutic drugs out of cells, the high

ABCG2 level in the side population made it resistant to many

chemotherapeutic drugs (30). Therefore, inhibition of ABC

pump function may be a potential strategy to overcome CSC

resistance. Although many ABC transporter inhibitors have

been shown to sensitize cancer cells to chemotherapeutic drugs
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FIGURE 1

Mechanisms on chemotherapy resistance of CRCSCs. CRCSCs, colorectal cancer stem cells; EMT, epithelial-mesenchymal transition; ABC,

ATP-binding cassette; ROS, reactive oxygen species; CSC, cancer stem cell.

in vitro, their effectiveness has failed to demonstrate in most

clinical trials (31).

Maintenance of ROS levels

ROS, such as superoxide anion and hydrogen peroxide, is

the product of normal oxidative metabolism and is involved in

many cellular signaling processes. High ROS levels can promote

cell migration and differentiation, which impairs the long-term

reproduction and survival of tumor cells (32). Normally, ROS

maintains at a low level in CSC by increasing glycolysis and

reducing mitochondrial oxidation and ROS production (33, 34).

Chemotherapy resistance caused by overexpression ofmultidrug

resistance molecules can be overcome by inhibiting glycolytic

consumption of cellular ATP (35). Low ROS levels in CSC

can support its survival; conversely, excessively high ROS levels

may trigger the death of CSC (36). The low ROS level in CSC

is partly due to the high expression of free radical scavenger

molecules such as glutathione (37). Glutathione participates in

cell detoxification by binding to toxic chemicals and certain

chemotherapeutic agents (such as cisplatin) and facilitating

their export from cells (38, 39). A recent study indicated

that intravenous vitamin C combined with traditional cancer

treatment significantly decelerated cancer progression (40).

Vitamin C promoted oxidation by increasing intracellular ROS

levels, inducing endoplasmic reticulum stress, and inhibiting

the production of angiogenic factors and insulin-like growth

factors. As a result, high-dose vitamin C alone or in combination

with chemotherapy (e.g., paclitaxel, cisplatin, carboplatin, and

azacytidine) may increase ROS levels in CRCSC and CRC to

inhibit tumor.

The dormant state of CSC

Another factor contributing to the drug resistance of CSC

is the quiescent or dormant state (41, 42). A metabonomics

analysis of CRC showed a significantly down-regulated synthesis

of protein in colo205 CD133+ CRC cells compared with

CD133 cells and the reduced synthesis of nucleotides such

as cholesterol and glucose-dependent lipid (43). The unique

metabolic characteristics of CRCSC exhibit a slow circulation

property that leads to chemotherapy resistance. Because many

chemotherapeutic drugs preferentially kill fast-growing cells,

tumor cells are more active in DNA replication and are highly

sensitive to DNA damage agents. In contrast, relatively dormant

CRCSCs are unlikely to induce non-replicating functional DNA

in non-circulating cells, so they are insensitive to DNA damage

agents (44). Moreover, CSC will have more time to repair DNA
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damage and stay alive. Therefore, even though most circulating

tumor cells can be killed by chemotherapy, residual CSCs can

enter the cell cycle and cause tumor recurrence (45).

The research progress of reverse
transformation

Natural agents

Curcumin, a plant polyphenol, is the most important

component of ginger (46). Recent studies have not only proved

the effect of turmeric in traditional Chinese medicine but also

suggested some new pharmacological effects, such as anti-

inflammatory, antioxidant, oxygen free radical scavenging, anti-

human immunodeficiency virus, liver and kidney protection,

anti-fibrosis and anti-cancer effects (47). In recent years, the

chemotherapy resistance reverse effect of curcumin in CRC

has attracted increasing attention. Kanwar et al. confirmed that

curcumin combined with traditional chemotherapeutic agents

5-FU and oxaliplatin reduced the expression of CD44 and

CD166 in chemo-resistant colon cancer cells, inhibited tumor

growth, and promoted apoptosis in tumor tissue (48). Detailed

results of mechanisms revealed that curcumin combined with

5-FU and oxaliplatin could prevent the growth of CSC-

enriched chemo-resistant CRC cells by inhibiting epidermal

growth factor receptor (EGFR) and insulin-like growth factor

1 receptor (IGF-1R) signaling pathways. Curcumin has been

proved to enhance the sensitivity of drug-resistant CRC cells

to many traditional chemotherapeutic agents by eliminating

CSC (49, 50). Another study demonstrated that curcumin

could enhance the chemotherapy efficacy of 5-FU on HCT116

cells, indicating that curcumin may help to treat CRC and

overcome chemotherapy resistance (51). Further insights into

the mechanism demonstrated that curcumin could inhibit

multiple CSC pathways, suggesting its anti-CSC potential in

CRC treatment (49).

Salvianolic acid B (SALB), a water-soluble phenolic

compound extracted from Salvia miltiorrhiza, can reverse

chemotherapy resistance and improve the clinical treatment

effect of CRC. Guo et al. developed a nude mouse model bearing

human colon CSCs and investigated the effect of SALB on

chemotherapy resistance reversal and related mechanisms (52).

The nude mice were transplanted with LoVo and HCT-116

colon CSCs to establish an animal model that could exhibit

chemotherapy resistance. The results revealed that SALB

reversed chemotherapy resistance to 5-FU and oxaliplatin

and inhibited tumor growth by suppressing the expression of

stemness markers, such as CD44, CD133, and the transcription

factor sox-2 (SOX2). In addition, SALB has been proven to

target CSCs in vitro and in vivo and prevent tumor progression

by modulating the IL-6/STAT3/NF-κB signaling pathway (53).

Aloysia polystachya (AP) is a medicinal plant extract widely

used to treat various diseases. Additionally, CSC is highly

associated with tumor invasiveness, chemotherapy resistance

and cell death. It was found that AP significantly reduced the

invasiveness of HCT116 and CT26 cell lines and the number

of tumorspheres compared with the control group (54). When

HCT116 and CT26 cells were treated with 5-FU and AP, their

sensitivity to low concentrations of 5-FU was increased by AP.

These results suggested that the inhibition effect of AP on CSC

might be one of the mechanisms to reverse 5-FU resistance.

Inhibitors

Regorafenib is an approved specific multikinase receptor

inhibitor for the treatment of metastatic CRC. Cai et al.

developed two 5-FU resistance CRC cell lines, HCT-116R and

DLD-1R, to evaluate regorafenib inhibition of CRCSCs (55).

Combined with 5-FU, regorafenib suppressed tumorigenesis

and stemness markers in DLD-1R cell lines. Moreover,

regorafenib increased the miR-34a levels and induced the

reverse transformation of drug resistance. In another study,

researchers implanted human colon cancer cells KM12SM and

mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) into the cecal wall of nude

mice, which could provide tumors with abundant stromal

components and improve invasion and metastasis ability and

drug resistance (56). The results indicated that regorafenib could

affect the interaction of tumor cell-MSCs and further inhibit

CRC progression.

Conclusion

CSC has been found in many solid tumors, such

as CRC, breast cancer, pancreatic cancer, and lung

cancer, and is considered a promising target for cancer

treatment (7, 8). It cannot be completely killed during

chemotherapy and develops resistance to chemotherapeutic

drugs, which is mainly responsible for tumor recurrence,

metastasis and poor prognosis. This study reviews the

main mechanisms of CSC chemotherapy resistance in

CRC, including activation of DNA damage checkpoints,

EMT, inhibition of the overexpression of antiapoptotic

regulatory factors, overexpression of ABC transporters,

maintenance of ROS levels, and the dormant state of CSC.

Natural plant extracts (e.g., curcumin, SALB, and AP) and

specific multikinase receptors (e.g., regorafenib) exhibit

promising potential in eliminating CSC and preventing

tumor progression.

More work is needed for CRCSC chemotherapy reverse

transformation. First, researchers should find more specific

markers to distinguish CSC from normal stem cells because

CSC shares molecular similarities with embryonic stem cells and
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MSCs, which limits the potential for targeted therapy. Second,

more research should be performed to significantly improve the

delivery efficiency of effective drugs to targeted cells and reduce

the side effects of chemotherapy, which provides a new direction

for targeted therapy of CRC. Third, more natural drugs and

their extracts should be studied to screen out the best natural

drug, drug dosage and delivery mode and use in the modern

treatment of CRC patients. Fourth, studies on inhibitors of

related enzymes for treating CRC should receive more attention.

Fifth, more animal and clinical studies should be performed

to provide a theoretical basis for the reverse transformation of

chemotherapy resistance of CRCSC using specific natural agents

and inhibitors.
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